i5 6	Metal Working
seizure of Church goods, including large numbers of
bells, formed the rude termination of the mediaeval
period of the industry, and may be symbolized by the
death of William Corvehill, formerly subprior of Wen-
lock, * a good bell founder .and maker of the frame for
bells ', at Wenlock in I546-1
We have seen that a cannon is shown on the shield
used as a trade mark by a fifteenth- century Suffolk
bell-founder, and the casting of ordnance may rank j
with the casting of bells as one of the most interesting
and important branches of the founder's craft. Cannon
seem to have been introduced into England at the begin-
ning of the reign of Edward III. In 1339 there were
in the Guildhall ' six instruments of lattcn called gonnes
and five roleres for the same. Also pellets of lead weigh-
ing 4-J- cwt. for the same instruments. Also 32 Ib. of
powder for the same '.2 This same year guns are recorded
to have been used by the English at the siege of Cambrai,
and they were also used at Crec.y in 1346. In 1345 there
were among the military stores provided for the French
campaign certain ' gunnis ', which shot quarrels and
lead balls, and no less than a hundred ' small machines
called ribaldis 3 3 — apparently an early form of the
ribaudkins, or clustered guns, precursors of the maxim
and gatling guns of the nineteenth century. Next year
we find a reference to 10 guns cum telariisf presumably
short bronze pieces with long wooden stocks, of the type
referred to in 1373, when payments were made to
a joiner ' for helving 8 guns '.5 In this same account
of 1346 there is also mention of ' hand machines called
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